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NATO is an evolving organization with now 30 member States.

Different systems must be harmonized to be interoperable and

effective in the accomplishment of the Alliance core tasks.

Geopolitical scenarios evolve rapidly, and allied commands may

have limited opportunities to have their multinational personnel

trained together in collective exercises.

Clear plans are needed so that quality in healthcare is maximized

for the operational context. Medical solutions need to be constantly

harmonized with other functions of the headquarters and negotiated

with stakeholders with little common background but in critical roles for

the successful delivery of healthcare support improvements to the force.

In the difficult context of multinational combat operations,

patient outcomes are negatively affected by scarce

adherence of medical solutions with the changing

requirements of military campaigns and by fragmentation

in medical and non-medical decision making.

OBSERVATION LESSON IDENTIFIED

The ASPIP introduced the idea of having a COMMON MINDSET to coherently and reliably

direct the efforts towards the maximization of healthcare outcomes for the personnel at risk

Organizations should promote methods for: 1. effective leadership, 2. safety as a

common concern and 3. quality improvement as an adaptable multidisciplinary process.

The development of a viable medical plan to respond to the new threat had a TIME LIMIT

of 72 hours in order to be issued in conjunction with the Air Tasking Order (ATO) to lower

formations

Medical meetings should last 30 min or less in order to fit the standing workflow in the

command and involve all needed non-medical stakeholders (i.e., log, admin, finance,

plans, operations).

The COVID-19 restrictions reflected in a REDUCED NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS at the

meetings than expected.

4 to 7 people successfully attended the technical medical meetings (red dots in the

Medical Improvement Cycle of “The (ASPIP) Plan”).

The combination of small teams and limited time fostered prompt SHARED

UNDERSTANDING of final goals, available means and core requirements, focused on

most relevant issues.

Urgent medical measures can be anticipated, selected and implemented ahead of the

release of the action plan within 24 hours in the simulation.

Non-medical and medical participants reported a BETTER EXPERIENCE in organizing

their tasks when working on clearly formulated medical objectives.

Clearly stated measurable medical objectives served as a common reference to direct

and prioritize the efforts in a single multidisciplinary course of action.

Context: A novel approach for a military command, shaped as an Aeromedical Safety and Performance Improvement Plan (ASPIP), was conducted during a large command post

computer-assisted joint forces NATO exercise in a Non-Article 5 Crisis Response Operation.

Strategy for Change: Implementation of an ASPIP capable of connecting medical with non-medical decision-making in the air and space operational command

Scenario: the Medical Branch assigned to the Joint Forces Air Component Command (JFAC) was challenged receiving a report of a dangerous complication of an otherwise trivial

endemic infectious disease occurred in an aircrew member (see the situational report in the picture on the right about the fictional Southern Wind Ophthalmic Disease - SWOD). The

development of complications was related to the exposure to cabin conditions. The clinical outcomes in the crews could have compromised the safety of all air operations and the

sustainment of the whole military campaign. A medical response was needed in order to protect the personnel and the mission.

Data Analysis: For the specific design of military exercises, the outcomes of the ASPIP are assessed according to the observations provided by the training audience to improve

applied practices.

✓ Aeromedical Safety and Performance Improvement Plans (ASPIP) may represent keystone documents for medical advisors in allied air and space commands to assist the

harmonization of aerospace medical solutions with combat requirements.

✓ Synergies achieved in a structured team-based decision making can enhance the synthesis of multidisciplinary information to generate aerospace medical situational awareness and

the development of solutions to accomplish quality in operational military healthcare with optimized effectiveness and efficiency.
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